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alNCE he has reached our
Virgin Islands, the traveler down the steppingstones of the West Indies
has left his worst experiences behind him; for while connections
are rare and precarious between the
large islands of the north Caribbean, the
tiny ones forming its eastern boundary
are favored with frequent and comfortable intercommunication. Several
steamship lines from the North make
St. Thomas their first stop, and, pausing
a day or two in every island of any importance beyond, give the through traveler all the time he can spend to advantage in all but three or four of the Lesser
Antilles. In these he can drop off for a
more extended exploration and catch
the next steamer a week or two later.
A twelve-hour run from St. Croix,
with a glimpse of the tiny Dutch islands
of Saba and St. Eustatius, peering above
the sea like drowning volcanoes, brought
us to what the British familiarly call St.
Kitts.
We found St. Kitts more down-atheel, more indolent, less self-relying than
even our Virgin Islands. The shingle
shacks of Basse Terre were more miserable than those of St. Thomas; the
swarms of negroes loafing under the
palm-trees about them were as ragged
as they were lazy and insolent.
Lying at St. Kitts, we visited Nevis,
of course, and a forty-mile run through
the night brought us to Antigua; and
then we went on to Dominica, St. Lucia,
St. Vincent, Grenada, Barbados, dropping anchor at last far out in the im-

mense shallow bay of Trinidad. The
"trinity" of fuzzy hills, to-day called
the "Three Sisters," gives quite another
aspect than the precipitous volcanic
peaks of the Lesser Antilles. Plump,
placid, their vegetation tanned a light
brown by the now truly tropical sun,
they have a strong family resemblance
to the mountains of Venezuela, hazily
looming into the sky back across the
Bocas. Fog, unknown among the stepping-stones to the north, hangs like wet
wool over all the lowlands along the edge
of the bay. The trade-wind that has
never failed on the long journey southward has given place to an enervating
breathlessness; by seven in the morning
the sun is already cruelly beating down.
Instead of the clear blue waters of the
Caribbean, the vast expanse of harbor
has the drab, lifeless color of a faded
brown carpet. Sail-boats, their sails
limply aslack as they await the signal to
come and carry off the steamer's cargo,
give the scene a half-Oriental aspect that
recalls the southern coast of China.
There is little indeed to excite the
senses as the crowded launch plows for
a half-hour toward the uninviting shore.
Seen from the harbor. Port of Spain,
with its long, straight line of wharves
and warehouses, looks dismal in the
extreme, especially to those who have
left beautiful St. George's of Grenada
the evening before.
Yet from the moment of landing one
has the feeling of having got somewhere
at last. The second in size and the most
prosperous of the British West Indies
may be less beautiful than the scattered
toy lands bordering the Caribbean, but
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a glance suffices to prove it far more
progressive. Deceived by its featureless
appearance from the sea, the traveler is
little short of astounded to find Port of
Spain an extensive city, the first real
city south of Porto Rico, with a beauty
of its own unsuggested from the harbor.
Spread over an immense plain sloping ever so slightly toward the sea,
with wide, right-angled, perfect, asphalt
streets, electric cars as up-to-date as
those of any American city covering it
in every direction, and most of the conveniences of modern times, it bears little
resemblance to the backward, if more
picturesque, "capitals" of the string of
tiny islands' to the north. The insignificant "Puerto de los Espanoles," which
the English found here when they captured the island a mere century and a
quarter ago, was burned to the ground in
1808, and another conflagration swept it
in 1895; so that the city of to-day has a
sprightly, new-built aspect despite the
comparative flimsiness of its chiefly
wooden buildings. There are numerous
imposing structures of brick and stone,
too, along its broad streets, and many
splendid residences in the suburbs
stretching from the bright and ample
business section to the foot of the encircling hills.

under French rule. Martinique and
Guadeloupe have also sent their share
of laborers, and there are portions of
Trinidad in which the negroes are as apt
to speak French as EngHsh. Portuguese
fleeing persecution in Madeira added to
this heterogeneous throng, while Venezuelans are constantly drifting across
the Bocas to increase the helter-skelter
of races which make up the island's
present population.
All this mixture may be seen in a single
block of Port of Spain. Here the stroller
passes a wide-open, unfurnished room
where turbaned Hindus squat on their
heels on the bare floor, some with long
shovel beards, through which they run
their thin, oily fingers, some in the act
of getting their peculiar hair-cuts, most
of them smoking their curious treeshaped pipes, all of them chattering
their dialects in the rather effeminate
voices of their race. On the sidewalk
outside are their women, in gold noserings varying in size from mere buttons
to hoops which flap against their cheeks
as they walk, silver bracelets from wrists
to elbows, anklets clinking above their
bare feet, the lobes of their ears loaded
down with several chain links as well as
with ear-rings, their bare upper arms
protruding from the colorful cheap
Long before he reaches these, however, shrouds in which they wrap themselves,
the visitor is sure to be struck by the a corner of it thrown over their bare
astonishing variety of types that make heads. There are wide diversities of
up the population. Unlike that of the type even of this one race. Here a
smaller islands, the development of group of Madrassees, several degrees
Trinidad came chiefly after African slav- blacker than the others, is stretched
ery was beginning to be frowned upon, out on another unswept floor, there a
and though the negro element of its Bengalee squats in a doorway arranging
population is large, the monotony of flat his straight black hair with a wooden
noses and black skins is broken by an comb. Mohammedans and Brahmins,
equal number of less repulsive features. sworn enemies through the island as at
Large numbers of Chinese workmen home, pass one another without a sign
were imported in the middle of the last of recognition. Men of different castes
century; Hindu coolies, indentured for mingle but slightly despite the broadenfive years, were introduced in 1839, and ing influence of foreign travel; they have
though the Government of India has one and all lost caste by crossing the
recently forbidden this species of servi- sea, but all in equal proportion, so that
tude, fully one third of the inhabitants their relative standing remains the same.
are East-Indians or their more or less The influence of their new environment
full-blooded descendants. Toward the has affected them in varying degrees.
end of the eighteenth century large Two men alike enough in features
numbers of French refugees took up to be brothers, the one in an elabotheir residence in Trinidad, and the ' rate turban, loose silk blouse, and a
island has tO-day more inhabitants of flowing white mass of cloth hitched tothis race than any of the West Indies not gether between his legs in lieu of trousers,
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the other in a khaki suit and a Wild West
felt hat, stand talking together in Hindustanee. Women in nose-rings, bracelets, and massive silver necklaces weighing several pounds are sometimes garbed
in hat, shirt-waist, and skirt, sometimes
even in low shoes with silver anklets
above them.
Next door to these groups, or alternating between them, is a family of the
same slovenly, thick-tongued, jolly negroes who overrun all the West Indies.
The difference in color between these
and the Hindus, even the swarthy Madrassees, is striking. As great is the contrast between the coarse features of the
Africans and those of the East-Indians,
the latter so finely modeled that they
might be taken for Caucasians except
for their mahogany complexions. Even
in manners the two races are as widely
separated. While the negro is forward,
fawningly aggressive, occasionally insolent, the Hindus have a detached air
which causes them never to intrude upon
the passer-by even to the extent of a
glance. Abutting the negro residence is
perhaps a two-story house, with a long
perpendicular sign-board in Chinese
characters, a shop below, a residence
above, with many curious Celestial
touches. Then comes, perhaps, a building placarded in Spanish, "Venezuelans
very welcome," where not a word of
English is spoken by the whole swarming
family. On down the street stretch queer
mixtures of customs, costumes, race,
language, and names.
Beyond the business part of Port of
Spain is an immense sayanna—magnificent indeed it seems to the traveler who
has seen no really level open ground for
weeks—called Queen's Park. Here graze
large herds of cattle, half Oriental, too,
like the people, though there is ample
playground left for all the city's population. In the afternoon, particularly
of a Saturday, it presents a vast expanse
of pastimes seldom seen in the tropics.
The warning cry of "Fore!" frequently
startles the mere stroller, only to have
his changed course bring him into a
cluster of school-boys shrilly cheering
the prowess of their respective teams.
One may doubt whether any fragment
of the globe has so high a percentage of
perfect streets and roads,—no wonder,
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surely, when it may have its asphalt in
unlimited quantities for the mere digging,—and the giants of the forest,
which everywhere spread their canopies,
give its rather placid landscape a beauty
which makes up for its lack of ruggedness. Behind Queen's Park is a delightfully informal botanical garden, in the

"Draw me portrait, please, sir." The load consists
of school-books and a pair of hobnailed shoes

midst of which sets the massive stone
residence of the governor.
Several
times a week a band concert is given on
his front lawn, a formality bearing slight
resemblance indeed to the Sunday-night
gathering in a Spanish-American plaza.
It takes place in the afternoon, and is
attended only by the elite, though this
does not by any means confine it to
Caucasian residents; for there are many,
at least of the island-born Chinese and
Hindus and their intermixtures, who
count themselves in this category, while
negro and East-Indian nurse-maids are
constantly pursuing their overdressed
charges across the noiseless greensward.
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Any evidence of human interest is
sternly suppressed in the staid and orderly gathering. They sit like automatons
on their scattered chairs and benches,
no one ever committing the faux pas of
speaking above a whisper. Woe betide
the mere American who dares address
himself to a stranger, for British snob-

As I passed this group on a Jamaican highway, the
woman holding the Bible was saying, "So I ax de
Lard what I shall d o "

bery reaches its zenith in Trinidad, and
the open-handed hospitality of Barbados
is painfully conspicuous by its absence.
Trains are frequent and drawn by
large oil-burning Montreal engines with
white "drivers" set forth from Port of
Spain like our own fliers, over a road-bed
in excellent condition for the first twenty
miles or more. Beyond that, as the line
breaks up into its several branches, the
engines get smaller and smaller, the engineers become mulattoes, then blacks,
with only a tropical sense of the value of
time, the tracks are more and more congested with train-loads of cane in the
cutting season, with the result that a
well-arranged time-table is often disrupted. Swampy stretches of man-

groves to the right and left flank the
first few miles. Groups of prisoners, in
yellow, white, or orange-colored caps,
according to whether they are misdemeanants, felons, or "long-timers," are
turning some of these into solid ground.
Cocoanut plantations soon supercede
the swamps, to be in turn replaced by
cane, as flat lands spread farther and
farther away on the left to the base of
high hills, or low mountains, rather arid
in appearance despite the density of
their brush and forest.
Beyond Arima the hills die out, and
for miles the track is walled by uncultivated brush or virgin forests, with only
a rare frontier-like village and a few
young cacao plantations sheltered from
the sun by the bois immortel, or what
Spaniards call madre del cacao. Hindus
are more numerous in this region than
negroes. The railway ends at the thriving town of Sangre Grande, though it
hopes soon to push on to the east coast.
Chinese merchants and the resultant
half-breeds are unusually numerous;
Hindu women in full metallic regalia,
sitting in buggies like farmers' wives in
our Western prairie towns, some of them
smoking little Irish-looking clay pipes,
and silversmiths of the same race, naked
but for a clout, plying their trade in back
alleys, are among the sights of the place.
We snorted away along an asphalt
highway, bordered by large cacao estates, passing many automobiles, some
of them driven by Chinese and Hindus,
then through a great forest with many
immense trees, their branches laden with
orchids and climbing vines. Except for
one low ridge the country was flat, with
not even a suggestion of the rugged
scenery of most West-Indian islands.
Soon the landscape turned to cocoanut plantations, the now narrow road
mounted somewhat, and the Atlantic
spread out before us. But it was shallow
and yellowish, not at all like the sealashed east coasts of Barbados or Dominica, the shores of its many bays and indentations low and heavily wooded, a
hazy clump of hills stretching far away
into the south. Then came a cluster of
ridges and mounds of earth covered with
primeval forest, only little patches of
which had been cleared to give place
to the most primitive, weather-beaten
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thatched-huts, scattered at long intervals along the way, and all inhabited by
negroes, the other races evidently finding
the region too undeveloped for their
more civilized taste. Nineteen miles
from Sangre Grande the bus halted at a
cluster of hovels on Balandra Bay, the
road which pushes on to the northeast
point of the island being impassable for
vehicles.
But to most strangers Trinidad has
little meaning except as the home of the
"asphalt lake." Strictly speaiiing, it is
neither the one nor the other, being
rather a pitch deposit, though it would
be foolish to quibble over mere words.
It is sufficient to know that the spot
furnishes most of the asphalt for the
western hemisphere.
To reach it one must return to San
Fernando by train and continue by government steamer.
We landed with misgiving, having
often heard of "that terrible walk" from
the pier to the "lake." No doubt it
seems so to many a tourist, being nearly
ten minutes long, up a very gentle slope
by a perfect macadam highway. Beside
it buckets are constantly roaring past on
elevated cables, carrying pitch to the
ship or returning for a new load with an
almost human air of busy preoccupation.
The highway leads to the gate of a yard
with a mine-like reduction plant peopled
with tar-smeared negroes, immediately
behind which opens out the "lake."
The far-famed deposit is not much
to look at. It is a slightly concave black
patch of a hundred acres, with as definite shores as a lake of water, surrounded
by a Venezuelan landscape of scanty
brush and low, thirsty palms. To the
left the black towers of half a dozen oilwells break the otherwise featureless
horizon. About the surface of the hollow several groups of negroes are working leisurely. One in each group turns
up with every blow of his pick a black,
porous lump of pitch averaging the size
of a market-basket; the others bear
these away on their heads to small cars
on narrow tracks, along which they are
pushed by hand to the "factory." That
is- all there is to it. A trade-wind sweeps
almost constantly across the field, and
the pitch is so light that the largest lump
is hardly a burden. On the side of the
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concessionists the deposit offers not even
the difficulty of transportation, being
barely a mile from the ship, furnishing its
own material for the necessary roads,
and it is virtually inexhaustible. The
holes dug during the day fill imperceptibly and are gone by morning, the
deepest one ever excavated having disappeared in three days. Only a small
fraction of the field is exploited; it could
easily keep all the ships of the world
busy. Should it ever be exhausted,
there is a still larger deposit just across
the bay in Venezuela.
The lake is soft underfoot, like a tar
sidewalk in midsummer, the heels sinking out of sight in a minute or two, and
has a faint smell of sulphur. In a few
places it is not solid enough to sustain a
man's weight, though children and the
barefooted workmen scamper across it
anywhere at sight of a white visitor for
the inevitable British West-Indian purpose of demanding "a penny, please,
sir." A crease remains around each hole
as it refills, some of these roUing under
like the edge of a rising mass of dough,
and in these crevices the rains gather in
puddles of clear, though black-looking,
water in which the surrounding families
do their washing. Most of the pitch
goes directly to the steamer, but as it is
one third water, and royalties, duties,
and transportation are paid by weight,
a certain proportion is boiled in vats in
the "factory" and shipped in barrels
constructed on the spot.
The first view of Jamaica and of its
capital is pleasing. A mountainous mass
gradually developing on the horizon
grows into a series of ranges which promise to rival the beauty of Porto Rico.
Beyond a long, low, narrow sand reef
lies an immense harbor, on the farther
shore of which Kingston is suspected
rather than seen, only a few wharves
and one domed building rising above
the wooded plain on which the low city
stands, the hills behind it tumbled into
a disordered heap culminating in the
cloud-swathed peak of what are most
fittingly called the Blue Mountains.
On this strip of sand, known as the Palisadoes, lies buried the famous bucaneer.
Sir Henry Morgan, once governor of
Jamaica, and at the extreme end of it
stands the remnant of the old capital,
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Port Royal. In the good old days of
pirates, who made it their headquarters,
the depository of their loot, and the scene
of their debauchery, this was the most
important town in the West Indies,
some say the richest and most wicked
spot on earth. One must be chary,
however, of too hastily granting such
superlatives. An earthquake befell it
one day, sinking all but a fragment of
the town beneath the sea, and a new
capital, named Kingston, was founded
on what promised to be safer ground
across the bay. A later century brought
regret that a still more distant site had
not been chosen. To-day Port Royal
consists of a quarantine station and a
small village so isolated from the mainland that servant women brought from
it to the capital have been known to
shriek with dismay at sight of their
first cow. Ships circling the reef on their
way in or out of the harbor sail over the
very spot where pirates once held their
revels, and negro boatmen still assert
that on stormy evenings one may hear
the tolling of Port Royal's cathedral
bell, lying fathoms deep beneath the
waves.
One's first impression of the Jamaicans, as they lounge about the wharf
eying every trunk or bundle several
minutes before summoning up the energy to tackle it, is that they are far less
courageous in the face of work than their
cousins, the Barbadians. This is closely
followed by the discovery that Kingston
is the most disappointing town in the
West Indies. With the exception of a
few bright yellow public buildings and a
scattered block or two of new business
houses, it is a negro slum of uncouth
shanties, spreading for miles over a dusty
plain. Scarcely a street has even the
pretense of a pavement, the few sidewalks that exist are blocked by stairways, postp, and the trash of a disorderly
population, or degenerate every few
yards into stretches of loose stones and
earth. The only building worth crossing
the street to see is that domed structure
sighted from the bay, the Catholic
cathedral. To be sure, the earthquake
wrought great havoc, but that was thirteen years ago, time enough surely in
which to have made a much further
advance toward recovery.

The insolence of nearly all the British
West Indies reaches its zenith in Kingston. Even in the main street clamoring
black urchins and no small number of
adults trail the white visitor, heaping
upon him foul-mouthed taunts, and all
but snatching his possessions out of his
hands in broad daylight; diseased beggars plod beside him in bare feet that
seem never to have known the luxury of
a scrubbing, scattering their germs in a
fine gray Hmestone dust that swirls in
blinding clouds and envelops everything
in a yellowish veil whenever a breath of
wind stirs or a street-car sweeps past.
Loose-mannered black females ply their
trade with perfect impunity, shrieking
worse than indecencies at unresponsive
passers-by; assaults and robbery are
frequent even by day. One must be
vaccinated and often quarantined before entering Jamaica, yet it is doubtful
whether any island of the West Indies
has more evidence of disease than Kingston itself. Those who carry firearms
must deposit them at the custom-house,
yet with the possible exception of Hispaniola, a revolver is more often needed
in the Jamaican capital than anywhere
in the Caribbean, as several harmless
Chinese merchants learned to their sorrow during our brief stay there. The
town is dismal, disagreeable, and unsafe
for self-respecting white women at any
hour; by night it is virtually abandoned
to the lawless black hordes that infest it.
Weak gas-lights give it scarcely a suggestion of illumination, swarms of negroes shuffle through the hot dust,
cackling their silly laughter, shouting
their obscenity, heckling, if not attacking, the rare white men who venture
abroad, love-making in perfect indifference to the proximity of other human
beings, while the pompous black policemen look on without the slightest attempt to quell the disorder.
The white residents of Kingston seem
to live in fear of the black multitude that
make up the great bulk of the population.
When hoodlums and rowdies jostle them
on the street, they shift aside with a
slinking air; even when black hooligans
cling to the outside of street-cars pouring out obscene language, the white men
do not shield their wives and daughters
beside them by so much as raising their
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voices In protest. When cursing, filthy
market-women pile their baskets and
unwashed produce upon them and crowd
their own women out of their places,
they bear it all with humble resignation,
as if they were the last survivors of the
civilized race wholly disheartened by an
invasion of barbarian tribes. The visitor who flees all this
and retires is lucky
to catch a half-hour
of unbroken sleep
amid t h e endless
uproar of shouting
negroes, the barking
of innumerable dogs,
and the crowing of
more cocks t h a n
even a Latin-American city can muster.
P o r t - a u - P r i n c e is
clean a n d g e n t l e manly in comparison. It would be
difficult i n d e e d to
say a n y t h i n g bad
enough of Kingston
to give the full, hot,
dusty, insolent, halfruined picture. The
traveler will see all
he wants, and more, of the capital in
the time he is forced to remain there
on the way to or from his ship.
The electric street-cars, manned by
ill-mannered crews and rocking like
ships in a storm over the earthquakeundulated ground, run far out of town.
They must, in order to reach anywhere
worth going. Beyond Half-Way Tree
the sloping Liguanea plain grows green,
and the rain, which seems never to descend to Kingston, gives the vegetation a
fresher coat, yet the way is still lined for
a long distance by negro shacks. Only
when one reaches the open meadows of
Constant Spring, or the residence portion served by another branch of the
line, does anything approaching comfort, cleanliness, and peace appear.
With the exception of Barbados,
where special conditions exist, Jamaica
has remained a possession of the British
crown longer than any other land, and
the influence of the English on the African race can perhaps nowhere be better
studied. It is not particularly flattering.
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The Jamaican has all the faults of his
rulers and his ov.'n negro delinquencies
to boot. He is slow-witted, inhospitable,
arrogant when he dares to be, cringing
when he feels that to be to his advantage.
The illegitimate birth-rate is exceedingly
high, sexual morality extremely shaky
among the masses. Though the country

Trinidad has many Hindu temples

people are sometimes pleasing in their
simplicity, they quickly take on the unpleasant characteristics of the towndwellers when they come into contact
with them, the most conspicuous of
those being an unbridled insolence and
a constant desire to annoy what may
quite justly be called their betters. Part
of this rudeness is due, no doubt, to the
same cause as that of our own laboring
classes—a misguided attempt to prove
their equality by scorning the amneities
of social intercourse. A large percentage
of it, however, is easily recognizable as
native African barbarism, which increases by leaps and bounds as the
suppression of former days weakens.
If he is working for you or selling you
something, the Jamaican can be softly
courteous; when he has no such reasons
to repress his natural brutality, his
impudence is colossal. On the Canal
Zone, where a stern hand was held over
him, we found him vastly less offensive
than at home. Even more than in the
other British islands he was "spoiled"
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by the war. Official reports credit the
"B. W. I." regiments with "excelling in
many acts of bravery" and assert that
"their officers almost universally testify
to their courage and loyalty"; but private information, even from some of
those same officers or the very men who
dictated the official reports, has a totally

On the "asphalt lake"

different tenor. According to this, they
were utterly useless in actual warfare,
not a man of them having died facing the
enemy. Even as labor battalions they
were not worth their keep, and their
conduct was such that both the French
and the Italians protested against their
being stationed within reach of the civil
population. Whichever of these reports
is more trustwor.thy, there is no doubt
that the hospitality shown these crudeminded blacks by a certain class of
European women, and the fuss made
over them upon their return, have given
their rulers a problem which will
scarcely be solved during the present
generation.
The Jamaican is much given to
"teefing" small articles, particularly
food. One might almost say that the
chief curse of the island is the stealing of
growing crops. Newspapers, public reports, and private conversations contain constant references to this crime,
prosecutions for which nearly doubled in

the year following the war. Many
people no longer take the trouble to
plant a crop of ground provisions, knowing that they will almost certainly be
stolen by black loafers before the owners
themselves can gather them. The chief
faults of the masses—insolence, lying,
illegitimacy, slackness in work, and
thieving-—can scarcely be laid to drink;
for though Jamaican
rum is famous and
drunkenness is on the
increase, the women,
who drink comparatively little, are as
bad as the men in all
these things.
A friendly c r i t i c
finds little to praise
in the Jamaican except his cheerfulness,
his loyalty w i t h i n
l i m i t s t o those he
serves, and his kindness to his own people, and he admits
that the first of these
q u a l i t i e s is often
based on lack of ambition, "though it is
nevertheless pleasant
to live with." On the other hand, lack
of equal opportunity is not without its
effect on the negro character. Jamaica
suffers from the same big estate and
primogeniture troubles that hamper the
masses in England. Slightly larger than
Porto Rico, with half a million acres
still held by the crown, and with only
half of what remains under cultivation,
the rest being wooded or "ruinate," as
they call it in Jamaica, the island is
chiefly in the hands of the whites.
These strive to keep their estates intact
and hold the negro in economic subjection. "Negroes who come back from
Panama or Cuba with in some cases
hundreds of pounds are seldom able to
buy property," complained one of their
sponsors. "It is only when the white
man becomes very poor or the negro very
rich that we can get a chunk of some big
estate. The big owners, too, often pasture rather than plant their best land,
and rent out the worst to the small
peasants at one pound an acre a year.
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If the rented lands turn out to be too person.*' By her last census, which is
stony or otherwise useless, that is their nearly ten years old, Jamaica claimed
loss and the owner's gain." One diffi- 831,383 inhabitants, of whom 15,605
culty in bettering this condition, how- were white, 17,380 Hindus, and 2,111
ever, is the disinclination of the peasant- Chinese. The fact that she has barely
ry to pay rent regularly. On the whole, two hundred to the square mile as comthe planters show little generosity toward pared with twelve hundred in Barbados,
their laborers, thereby increasing the is probably not without its bearing in
feeling between the
two races.
Though it is the
most populous of the
British West Indies,
and the largest, unless one follows the
E n g l i s h h a b i t of
including British
Guiana, Jamaica is
much less densely inhabited than Porto
Ilico, and it is natural that two islands
so nearly alike in
size, situation, and
formation should
constantly s u g g e s t
comparison. When
the British took the
island from the SpanThere is water, too, in the crevices of the asphalt-field
iards in 1655, it had
only forty-two
hundred inhabitants.
Half a century later the population was the visible difference of energy between
more than two thirds negro. In 1842, the two islands.
four years after the abolition of slavery,
The color line in Jamaica, and it is
the first ship-load of indentured East- more or less typical of that in all the
Indians arrived, though this practice British West Indies, falls somewhere
had almost ceased long before the In- between our own and the rather hazy
dian Government put a legal end to it. one in vogue in the French islands. "I
Chinese coolies were tried for a time, think the English individually," said a
but only in small numbers, and their Jamaican sambo, a three-fourths negro,
descendants now confine themselves al- who had worked on the Canal Zone,
most entirely to keeping what we would "like us black people still less than you
call grocery stores. Both the Hindus Americans do; but governmentally they
and the Chinese speak the slovenly treat us as equals, and you do not." I
Jamaica dialect, and there remains little might have reminded him that no negro
of the Oriental garb and racial mixture in the "B. W. I." regiments reached the
conspicuous in Trinidad. The visitor is rank of sergeant major, while we have
apt to be astounded by the blackness of black colonels. "Yet in some ways I
the great bulk of the population. The prefer the American system," he went
percentage of full blacks is in striking on. "An Englishman says you are his
contrast to the mulatto majority in the equal, but you had better not act as if
French islands, where the mixture of you were. The American says, 'You 're
races is not very sternly frowned upon, a damned nigger and you know it,' and
and still more so to the Spanish-American there is no hypocrisy in the matter."
tropics, where miscegenation is so comStrictly speaking there are two color
mon that nearly every one is a "colored
lines in the British West Indies. Unlike
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the United States, where black and
colored are synonymous terms when applied to the negro race, there is a middle
class of "colored people," as there are
Eurasians in India, though actual membership in it implies a certain degree of
education, culture, wealth, or influence.
There are "colored" men who rank them-
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Two Hindus of Trinidad

selves and are ranked as negroes, working shoulder to shoulder with them in
the fields; there are others who sit side
by side with their white brethren on the
judicial bench and reach high rank in
church, politics, medicine, law, and commerce. Within limits, color may almost
be said to be no bar to promotion in
official life. This middle set is extremely
assertive in its pride, and on the whole is
more disliked by the negroes than are
the whites themselves.
The Jamaica Government Railway is
one of the oldest in the world, having

been first opened to traffic in 1845. It
is almost two hundred miles long, running diagonally across the island from
Kingston to Montego Bay, and north and
eastward to Port Antonio, with two other
small branches. The fares are high, being about seven cents a mile for first
class and half as much for second. The
latter is really third class
in all but name, with hard
wooden b e n c h e s a n d
s c a n t y accommodations,
and carries virtually all the
traveling population. All
the t r a i n m e n are full
blacks, as are virtually all
the passengers. The "trainboy" is a haughty negro
woman in near-silk garb,
enormous ear-rings, and a
, white nurse-like cap, who
sells chiefly beer and never
calls out her wares. In the
island dialect a local train
is a "walkin' train," and all
Jamaican trains fall into
this category, as do all
those in the West Indies
except Cuba and, to a
slight degree, T r i n i d a d .
There are no train mariners. In a Spanish country,
if you put so much as a
cane in a seat, your possession of it is assured and
respected to the end of
the journey. Put all your
baggage, and your .coat
and hat in addition, into
a Jamaican train-seat, and
you will probably come
back to find your possessions tossed on the floor
and some impudent black wench occupying your place. Why the "J. G. R." is
so ungodly as to run Sunday trains on its
Port Antonio branch I do not know.
They are about the only things that do
move in the British West Indies on the
Sabbath.
From Kingston the train jolts away
through the swirling dust across a flat,
Arizona-like plain studded with cactus,
though moderately green. Soon come
broad stretches of banana-fields, with
bananas planted in endless rows down
which one can look as through archways.
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many of the plants heavy with their
bunches nearing maturity, others showing Uttle more than the big purple flower,
shaped like a swollen, unhusked ear of
corn, along the stem of which a miniature bunch is just starting. Between
these are other fields, with trees girdled
and blackened, where some forest is
being killed to make way for more
bananas. Negro women with oval
market-baskets on their heads are
tramping energetically along the white
highway; now and then the refined features of a Hindu breaks the monotony
of brutal negro faces, though he has lost
his distinctive garb. Then comes the
prison farm of St. Catherine's Parish,
with its green gardens, its irrigation
ditches filled with clear water, and its
horde of prison laborers. The first suggestion of beauty in the landscape appears near May Pen. A "pen," in the
Jamaica dialect, means a grassy field or
a pasture, and "pen-keeping" is the local
term for breeding and raising cattle.
Here and there the inevitable old square
brick chimneys of sugar-mills dot the
ever-descending plain, which at length
begins to be hidden by low foot-hills.
Sapling-like forests spring up along the
way, and the logwood, which grows in
scattered quantities all over the island,
lies piled at the railway stations, the
outer layer of wood roughly hacked
away, leaving only the reddish heart.
Schooners carry north many cargoes of
these crooked logs and the still more
awkward stumps, while several mills on
the island turn it into an extract that is
shipped in barrels to color our garments
dark-blue or black.
Soon the soil turns reddish, and clearings and habitations become rare. By
this time we were the only white persons
on the train and shortly after that the
only passengers in the first-class coach.
A larger engine took us in tow, and we
climbed 865 feet in the next six miles.
Dense, almost unpopulated, forests, like
some portions of eastern Cuba, covered
the ever more rugged landscape; but if
the scenery flanking Jamaica's railway
is more striking than that visible from
the trains in Porto Rico, it is because it
passes through rather than around the
island, for on the whole our own WestMdian colony is more beautiful.
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Jamaica claims advantages over all
the rest of the world for banana cultivation. The vast tracts of virgin land in
Central America and Colombia are two
days farther from the principal market.
Costa Rica is hampered by frequent
droughts at the very season when the
fruit most needs rain; for the great
game in banana-growing is to have them
ready to cut at the time when other fruit
is scarce in the North. Cuba is a trifle
too near the north pole, it is wedded to
its sugar industry, and its labor is several times more expensive than that of
Jamaica. Bananas demand heat, moisture, and a good fat soil, a M all these
may be had in the largest of the British
West Indies, particularly in the northeastern parish of Portland, for the Blue
Mountains, which deny Kingston and its
vicinity the rainfall it needs, precipitate most of it here.
It is scarcely necessary to say, I suppose, that bananas grow on a species of
mammoth weed rather than on a tree,
that each produces a single bunch, that
this grows "upside-down" from our
fruit-stand point of view, and that they
must be cut before they are ripe. Golden
Vale looks like an immense green lake
surrounded by mountains, up the lower
slopes of which the bananas climb for a
considerable distance.
Hindu men,
whom the overseers invariably address
as "Babu," do most of the cutting,
while the more powerful, but less careful, negroes do the handling. The
"Babus" wander in and out through the
green archways, giving a glance at each
hanging bunch. When they see one
that has reached the proper stage of
development, they grasp it by the protruding stem, to which the big blue
flower usually still clings, and pull down
"tree" and all with a savage jerk. A
machete, or what is called a cutlas in
Jamaica, flashes, a negro catches the
bunch as it falls, another slash severs
the flower-bearing stem a few inches
from the topmost bananas, a third leaves
the "tree" a mere stump, shoulder-high,
and the cutters continue their search.
Days later, when its sap has all run back
into the roots, the stump is cut off at
the ground and a new shoot springs up
to produce next year's bunch. Those
that have been gathered are Wrapped in
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dry brown banana leaves, and carried
to the roadside, along which other brown
heaps lie everywhere.
Arrived at the wharves, the truck is
as quickly unloaded, and an endless
chain of negroes, nearly all women,
take up the task of distribution, according to size and destination. For there
are "English" and "American" bananas,
grown in the same field and differing not
at all in species, but by about ten days
in their cutting-time, so that the former
are lean and the latter fat. Moreover, a
bunch is not by any means always a
bunch in the language of the banana
companies. In the first place they are
more often called "stems," and a "stem"
must have at least nine "hands" of
fruit (the latter average a dozen bananas
each) if it is to be paid for as a full bunch.
If it has more than that well and good;
that is the company's gain and no one's
loss. But if there are but eight "hands,"
it is rated two thirds of a "stem," if seven,
one half; if six, one fourth; if less than
that, the planter might better have fed
it to his hogs or his laborers, for the
buyers will have none of it. Two men
snatch up the bunches one by one, casting aside the brown leaf wrappers, and
lay each ohe flat on a passing head, the
owner of which shuffles away as if it
were burdened with nothing but a hat
instead of an average weight of eighty
pounds. At the edge of the shed in which
the bananas are piled to await prompt
shipment stands a high desk with three
men, usually quadroons or lighter, about
it. The oldest, most intelligent, and

most experienced-looking of these casts
what seems to be a careless glance at
each "stem," and mumbles in a weary,
monotone "English, eight," "American,
nine," "English, seven," or some other
of the combinations; his most youthful
companion makes a pencil mark on the
ledger before him, the least lively-looking of the trio hands a metal or cardboard disk to the carrier, who drops it
into a pocket and slouches on to the
particular pile to which her burden has
been assigned. On the way she passes
a negro armed with a cutlas, who lops
off the protruding ends of the stem in
front of her nose and behind her ears as
she walks without so much as arousing a
flicker of her drowsy, black eyelids.
When the ship comes in, which must be
that night or at latest the next day, a
similar endless chain of negroes, more
nearly male in sex, carry the bananas on
board, a tally-clerk ringing the bell of an
automatic counter in his hand as each
"stem" passes. In some ports a wide
leather belt takes the place of this human
chain. But a large gang is required for
all that, which, when the last pile has
disappeared from the wharf, strews itself about it, and sleeps soundly on the
hard planks until the next load arrives.
Its quota supplied, the steamer's hatches
are quickly battened down, icy air is
turned in upon the perishable cargo, and
the vessel rushes full speed ahead for the
United States or England, where the
fruit begins to rattle away in other
trucks before the mere human passengers
have leave to descend the gangway.

Very much of a lodge
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Lost Ships and Lonely Seas
III.—The Tragedy of the Frigate Medusa
By RALPH D. PAINE
Illustrations by George Avison

|MONG the countless episodes of disaster at sea,
the fate of the French
frigate Medusa and her
people still possesses a
mournful and poignant distinction.
Other ships have gone down with much
greater loss of life, including such
modern instances as the Titanic and the
Lusitania, or have been missing with
all hands; but the story of the Medusa
casts a dark shadow across the chronicles
of human suffering, even though a
century has passed since the event.
There are some enterprises which seem
foredoomed to failure through a conspiracy of circumstances, as if a spell of
evil enchantment had been woven to
thwart them. Of such a kind was this
most unhappy voyage.
As an incident of the final overthrow
of Napoleon, Great Britain returned to
France the colonial territory of Senegal,
on the west coast of Africa, between
Cape Blanco and the Gambia River.
A French expedition was sent out to
reoccupy and govern the little settlements and clearings that fringed the
tropical wilderness. It comprised officials, servants, soldiers, and laborers,
who sailed from France in the frigate
Medusa and three smaller vessels on
June 17, 1816. The French Navy had
been shattered and swept from the seas
by the broadsides of British fleets, and
its morale had ebbed. This mission,
moreover, was not a strictly naval
affair, and the personnel of the ships was
recruited with no particular care. The
seamen were the scrapings of the waterfront, and the officers had not been
selected for efficiency. They were typical neither of French arms nor of the
people. It seemed a commonplace task,
no doubt, to sail with the summer
breezes on a voyage not much farther

than the Cape Verd Islands, and disembark the passengers and cargo.
Captain Chaumareys of the Medusa
was a light-hearted, agreeable shipmate,
but he appears to have been a most
indifferent seaman. When no more
than ten days out from port he discovered that his reckoning had set him
thirty leagues, or almost a hundred
miles, out of his course. This was not
enough to condemn him utterly, because navigation was a crude art a
century ago, and ships blundered about
the high seas and found their way to
port in the most astonishing manner.
But Captain Chaumareys was not made
cautious by his error, and he drove along
with fatuous confidence in his ability,
and paid no heed to the opinions of his
officers. He also managed to lose sight
of the three smaller ships of the squadron. It was one fatal mischance after
another.
On the first of July, when the frigate
crossed the tropic of Cancer, the debonair captain made it an excuse for a
holiday and took personal charge of the
gaieties, which so absorbed him that he
turned over the command of the ship to
M. Richefort, one of the civilian officials
who had seen naval service. For all the
fiddling and singing and dancing, there
was a feeling of uneasiness on board, and
the officers discussed it over their wine
in the ward-room, and the passengers
were aware of it in the cabin, "while the
crew performed the fantastic ceremonies
usual on such occasions, although the
frigate was surrounded with all the
unseen perils of the ocean. A few persons, aware of the danger, protested,
but without effect, even when it was
ascertained that the Medusa was on the
bank of Arguifi."
The ship was, in fact, entrapped
among the shoals and reefs that ex105
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